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NETWORK

(57) The present invention provides a resource allo-
cation method and system on a Software Defined Proto-
col SDP network, to allocate a resource to each protocol
layer in a protocol stack deployed on a protocol stack
deployment node. The method includes: receiving, by a
resource allocator, a resource request message sent by
a protocol stack deployment node, where the resource
request message carries information about a protocol
stack deployed on the protocol stack deployment node;
determining, by the resource allocator, information about
an available resource on an SDP network, where the
available resource is used for resource allocation of the
protocol stack; determining, by the resource allocator ac-
cording to the information about the protocol stack and
the information about the available resource, a resource
allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack; and
sending, by the resource allocator, a resource feedback
message to the protocol stack deployment node, where
the resource feedback message carries the information
about the resource allocated to each protocol layer, so
that the protocol stack deployment node configures the
resource for each protocol layer from the available re-
source according to the resource feedback message.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Patent Application No. 201510640906.4, filed with the Chinese Patent
Office on September 30, 2015, and entitled "RESOURCE ALLOCATION METHOD AND SYSTEM ON SOFTWARE
DEFINED PROTOCOL NETWORK", which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] Embodiments of the present invention relate to the communications field, and more specifically, to a resource
allocation method and system on a Software Defined Protocol (English: Software Defined Protocol, SDP for short)
network.

BACKGROUND

[0003] On a Software Defined Protocol network, a method for dynamically configuring a protocol stack on a function
node on a wireless network is proposed. According to the method, a protocol stack configuration function is separated
from a base station or a terminal, and is deployed on a protocol stack controller. The protocol stack controller may be
referred to as an SDP controller. The SDP controller obtains, from a network node such as a functional unit or a base
station, related parameters and related network status information of a data stream, for example, a user identity, a
connection type, mobile information, channel information, a terminal capability, and user payment information; and then
determines, according to these parameters or the information, a protocol stack that processes the data stream and a
configuration of each protocol layer, and determines deployment of the protocol stack. The foregoing functional unit may
be a packet data network gateway (English: Public Data Network-GateWay, P-GW for short), a mobility management
network element (English: Mobility Management Entity, MME for short), or the like. The protocol stack may be deployed
on a network element such as a base station, a core network gateway, or a router or switch on an access network. The
network element on which the protocol stack is deployed may be referred to as a protocol stack deployment node. The
protocol stack deployment node may be further classified into an SDP access node and an SDP forward node according
to a function of the node.
[0004] In an existing SDP technical solution, only a protocol stack on a network node, a configuration of each protocol
layer in the protocol stack, and deployment of the protocol stack can be determined. However, how to allocate a resource
to each protocol layer in the configured protocol stack is not determined.

SUMMARY

[0005] The present invention provides a resource allocation system and method on a Software Defined Protocol
network, to allocate, from an available resource on the network, a resource to each protocol layer deployed on a protocol
stack deployment node.
[0006] According to a first aspect, a resource allocation method on a Software Defined Protocol SDP network is
provided, including: receiving, by the resource allocator, a resource request message sent by the protocol stack deploy-
ment node, where the resource request message carries information about a protocol stack deployed on the protocol
stack deployment node; determining, by the resource allocator, information about an available resource on the SDP
network, where the available resource is used for resource allocation of the protocol stack; determining, by the resource
allocator according to the information about the protocol stack and the information about the available resource, infor-
mation about a resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack; and sending, by the resource allocator,
a resource feedback message to the protocol stack deployment node, where the resource feedback message carries
the information about the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack.
[0007] With reference to the first aspect, in a first possible implementation, the information about the available resource
includes a first quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource; and the information
about the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack includes a second quantity of protocol processing
modules corresponding to the allocated resource.
[0008] With reference to the first possible implementation, in a second possible implementation, the information about
the protocol stack includes a processing capability of a protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol
stack; and the determining, by the resource allocator according to the information about the protocol stack and the
information about the available resource, information about a resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol
stack includes: determining, by the resource allocator, the second quantity according to the processing capability of the
protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack and the first quantity, so as to obtain an optimal
processing capability of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using allocated resources.
[0009] With reference to the second possible implementation, in a third possible implementation, the processing
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capability of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack includes a processing delay of
the protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack, a transmission delay between protocol
processing modules at two adjacent protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of at least one to-be-processed
service; and the optimal processing capability of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the
allocated resources includes: a minimum sum of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the
allocated resources, or a maximum data throughput in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated
resources.
[0010] With reference to the third possible implementation, in a fourth possible implementation, the determining, by
the resource allocator, the second quantity according to the processing delay, the transmission delay, the quantity of
data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the first quantity, so as obtain the minimum sum of delays in protocol
processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources, includes: determining, by the resource allocator

according to a formula  a second quantity li of pro-

tocol processing modules allocated to an ith protocol layer, where 

 S={1,2,L,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack; i is any value ranging

from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing

delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing

module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, P is the quantity

of data packets of the to-be-processed service, M is the first quantity, and minF(l1,l2,L,lN) indicates the minimum sum

of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0011] With reference to the third possible implementation, in a fifth possible implementation, the determining, by the
resource allocator, the second quantity according to the processing delay, the transmission delay, the quantity of data
packets of the to-be-processed service, and the first quantity, so as to obtain a maximum data throughput in protocol
processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources, includes:
determining, by the resource allocator according to a formula

 a quantity of protocol processing modules allocated

to each protocol layer, where  1≤li≤M-N+1,  S=(1,2,L,N}, N is a total quantity of

protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is

i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module at an ith protocol

layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol

processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, P is the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed

service, M is the quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource, li is a quantity of

protocol processing modules allocated to the ith protocol layer, and minF(l1,l2,L,lN) indicates the maximum data throughput

in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0012] With reference to the first aspect, in a sixth possible implementation, the resource request message carries
service information of at least one service type on the protocol stack deployment node and information about a protocol
stack corresponding to each of the at least one service type; and the determining, by the resource allocator according
to the information about the protocol stack and the information about the available resource, information about a resource
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allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack includes: determining, by the resource allocator according to the
service information and the information about the available resource, information about a resource allocated to a kth

service type of the at least one service type; and determining, by the resource allocator according to the information
about the resource allocated to the kth service type and information about a protocol stack corresponding to the kth

service type, information about a resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used
for processing a to-be-processed service of the kth service type, where the information about the resource allocated to
each protocol layer in the protocol stack includes the information about the resource that is allocated to each protocol
layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0013] With reference to the sixth possible implementation, in a seventh possible implementation, the SDP network
further includes a service processor, where the determining, by the resource allocator according to the service information
and the information about the available resource, information about a resource allocated to a kth service type includes:
sending, by the resource allocator, a resource pre-request message to the service processor, where the resource pre-
request message carries the service information and the information about the available resource, so that the service
processor determines, according to the resource pre-request message, the information about the resource allocated to
the kth service type; and receiving, by the resource allocator, a resource pre-request feedback message sent by the
service processor, where the resource pre-request feedback message carries the information about the resource allo-
cated to the kth service type.
[0014] With reference to the sixth or seventh possible implementation, in an eighth possible implementation, the
information about the available resource includes a first quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the
available resource; the information about the resource allocated to the kth service type includes a second quantity of
protocol processing modules corresponding to the resource allocated to the kth service type; and the information about
the resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing the to-be-
processed service of the kth service type includes a third quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the
resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing the to-be-processed
service of the kth service type.
[0015] With reference to the eighth possible implementation, in a ninth possible implementation, the information about
the protocol stack includes a processing capability of a protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol
stack; and determining, by the resource allocator, the third quantity according to the information about the protocol stack
corresponding to the kth service type and the second quantity includes: determining, by the resource allocator, the third
quantity according to the second quantity and a processing capability of a protocol processing module at each protocol
layer in the protocol stack corresponding to the kth service type, so as to obtain an optimal processing capability of
performing protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using
the allocated resources.
[0016] With reference to the ninth possible implementation, in a tenth possible implementation, the processing capability
of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack includes a processing delay of the protocol
processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack, a transmission delay between protocol processing
modules at two adjacent protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service
type; and the optimal processing capability of performing protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth

service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources includes a minimum sum of delays in protocol
processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources,
or a maximum data throughput in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the
protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0017] With reference to the tenth possible implementation, in an eleventh possible implementation, the determining,
by the resource allocator, the third quantity according to the processing delay, the transmission delay, the quantity of
data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the second quantity, so as to obtain the minimum sum of delays in
protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated
resources, includes: determining, by the resource allocator according to a formula

 a third quantity  of protocol processing modules

that are allocated to an ith protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are corresponding to a resource used for processing

the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, where   
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 S={1,2,L,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging

from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing

delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing

module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity

of data packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, Mk is the second quantity, and

 indicates the minimum sum of delays in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of

the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0018] With reference to the tenth possible implementation, in a twelfth possible implementation, the determining, by
the resource allocator, the third quantity according to the processing delay, the transmission delay, the quantity of data
packets of the to-be-processed service, and the second quantity, so as to obtain the maximum data throughput in protocol
processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources,
includes: determining, by the resource allocator according to a formula

 a third quantity  of protocol processing modules

that are allocated to an ith protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are corresponding to a resource used for processing

the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, where   

 S={1,2,L,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging

from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing

delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing

module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity

of data packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, Mk is the second quantity, and

 indicates the maximum data throughput in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service

of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0019] With reference to any one of the first aspect, or the first to the twelfth possible implementations, in a thirteenth
possible implementation, the SDP network further includes a resource pool, where the determining, by the resource
allocator, information about an available resource on the SDP network includes: sending, by the resource allocator, an
available-resource request message to the resource pool, so that the resource pool determines the information about
the available resource on the SDP network, where the available resource is used for resource allocation of the protocol
stack; and receiving, by the resource allocator, an available-resource feedback message sent by the resource pool,
where the available-resource feedback message carries the information about the available resource.
[0020] With reference to any one of the first aspect, or the first to the thirteenth possible implementations, in a fourteenth
possible implementation, when the SDP network is a distributed network, the available resource is a local available
resource of the protocol stack deployment node; or when the SDP network is a centralized network, the available resource
is a global available resource on the SDP network.
[0021] According to a second aspect, a resource allocation system on a Software Defined Protocol SDP network is
provided, where the system includes a protocol stack deployment node and a resource allocator; the resource allocator
includes a first receiving module, a resource determining module, a resource allocation module, and a first sending
module; the protocol stack deployment node is configured to send a resource request message to the resource allocator,
where the resource request message carries information about a protocol stack deployed on the protocol stack deploy-
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ment node; the first receiving module is configured to receive the resource request message sent by the protocol stack
deployment node; the resource determining module is configured to determine information about an available resource
on the SDP network, where the available resource is used for resource allocation of the protocol stack; the resource
allocation module is configured to determine, according to the information about the protocol stack and the information
about the available resource, information about a resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack; the first
sending module is configured to send a resource feedback message to the protocol stack deployment node, where the
resource feedback message carries the information about the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol
stack; and the protocol stack deployment node is further configured to receive the resource feedback message sent by
the resource allocator.
[0022] With reference to the second aspect, in a first possible implementation, the information about the available
resource includes a first quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource; and the
information about the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack includes a second quantity of protocol
processing modules corresponding to the allocated resource.
[0023] With reference to the first possible implementation, in a second possible implementation, the information about
the protocol stack includes a processing capability of a protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol
stack; and the first processor is specifically configured to determine the second quantity according to the processing
capability of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack and the first quantity, so as to
obtain an optimal processing capability of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using allocated
resources.
[0024] With reference to the second possible implementation, in a third possible implementation, the processing
capability of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer includes a processing delay of the protocol processing
module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two
adjacent protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of at least one to-be-processed service; and the resource
allocator is specifically configured to determine the second quantity according to the processing delay, the transmission
delay, the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the first quantity, so as to obtain a minimum sum
of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources, or a maximum data throughput
in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0025] With reference to the third possible implementation, in a fourth possible implementation, the resource allocation
module is specifically configured to determine, according to a formula

 a second quantity li of protocol processing modules

corresponding to a resource allocated to an ith protocol layer, where  1≤li≤M-N+1,

 S={1,2,L,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack; i is any value ranging

from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing

delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing

module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, P is the quantity

of data packets of the to-be-processed service, M is the first quantity, and minF(l1,l2,L,lN) indicates the minimum sum

of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0026] With reference to the third possible implementation, in a fifth possible implementation, the resource allocation
module is specifically configured to determine, according to a formula

 a quantity of protocol processing modules allocated
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to each protocol layer, where  1≤li≤M-N+1,  S={1,2,L,N}, N is a total quantity

of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i*

is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module at an ith protocol

layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol

processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, P is the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed

service, M is the quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource, li is a quantity of

protocol processing modules allocated to the ith protocol layer, and minF(l1,l2,L,lN) indicates the maximum data throughput

in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0027] With reference to the second aspect, in a sixth possible implementation, the resource request message carries
service information of at least one service type on the protocol stack deployment node and information about a protocol
stack corresponding to each service type; and the resource allocation module is configured to determine, according to
the service information and the information about the available resource, information about a resource allocated to a kth

service type of the at least one service type; the resource allocation module is specifically configured to determine,
according to the information about the resource allocated to the kth service type and information about a protocol stack
corresponding to the kth service type, information about a resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol
stack and that is used for processing a to-be-processed service of the kth service type, where the information about the
resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack includes the information about the resource that is allocated
to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service
type.
[0028] With reference to the sixth possible implementation, in a seventh possible implementation, the system further
includes a service processor, where the service processor includes a second receiving module, a service processing
module, and a second sending module; the first sending module is further configured to send a resource pre-request
message to the service processor, where the resource pre-request message carries the service information and the
information about the available resource; the second receiving module is configured to receive the resource pre-request
message sent by the resource allocator; the service processing module is configured to determine, according to the
service information and the information about the available resource, the information about the resource allocated to
the kth service type; the second sending module is configured to send a resource pre-request feedback message to the
resource allocator, where the resource pre-request feedback message carries the information about the resource allo-
cated to the kth service type; the first receiving module is further configured to receive the resource pre-request feedback
message sent by the second sending module; and the resource allocation module is specifically configured to determine,
according to the information about the protocol stack and the information about the resource allocated to the kth service
type, the information about the resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for
processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0029] With reference to the seventh possible implementation, in an eighth possible implementation, the information
about the available resource includes a first quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available
resource; the information about the resource allocated to the kth service type includes a second quantity of protocol
processing modules corresponding to the resource allocated to the kth service type; and the information about the
resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing the to-be-processed
service of the kth service type includes a third quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the resource
that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing the to-be-processed service
of the kth service type.
[0030] With reference to the eighth possible implementation, in a ninth possible implementation, the information about
the protocol stack includes a processing capability of a protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol
stack; and the resource allocator is specifically configured to determine the third quantity according to a processing
capability of a protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack and the second quantity, so as to
obtain an optimal processing capability of performing protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth

service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0031] With reference to the ninth possible implementation, in a tenth possible implementation, the processing capability
of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack includes a processing delay of the protocol
processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack, a transmission delay between protocol processing
modules at two adjacent protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service
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type; and the resource allocation module is specifically configured to determine the third quantity according to the
processing delay, the transmission delay, the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the second
quantity, so as to obtain a minimum sum of delays in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth

service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources, or a maximum data throughput in protocol
processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0032] With reference to the tenth possible implementation, in an eleventh possible implementation, the resource
allocation module is specifically configured to determine, according to a formula

 a third quantity  of protocol processing modules

that are allocated to an ith protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are corresponding to a resource used for processing

the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, where   

 S={1,2,L,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging

from 1 to N, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a

value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission

delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th

protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, Mk is

the second quantity, and  indicates the minimum sum of delays in protocol processing on the

to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0033] With reference to the tenth possible implementation, in a twelfth possible implementation, the resource allocation
module is specifically configured to determine, according to a formula

 a third quantity  of protocol processing modules

that are allocated to an ith protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are corresponding to a resource used for processing

the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, where   

 S={1,2,L,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging

from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing

delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing

module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity

of data packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, Mk is the second quantity, and

 indicates the maximum data throughput in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service

of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0034] With reference to any one of the sixth to the twelfth possible implementations, in a thirteenth possible imple-
mentation, the service information is further used to determine average service traffic of the kth service type; and the
service processing module is specifically configured to determine the second quantity Mk according to a formula
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 where  M is the first quantity, K is a total quantity of the at least one service type,

Rk is the average service traffic of the kth service type, and Ri is average service traffic of the ith service type.

[0035] With reference to any one of the second aspect, or the first to the thirteenth possible implementations, in a
fourteenth possible implementation, the system further includes a resource pool, where the resource pool includes a
third receiving module, an available-resource determining module, and a third sending module, where the resource
determining module is specifically configured to send an available-resource request message to the resource pool; the
third receiving module is configured to receive the available-resource request message sent by the resource determining
module; the available-resource determining module is configured to determine an available resource on the SDP network,
where the available resource is used for resource allocation of the protocol stack; the third sending module is configured
to send the available-resource feedback message to the resource determining module, where the available-resource
feedback message carries information about the available resource; and the resource determining module is further
configured to receive the available-resource feedback message sent by the resource pool.
[0036] With reference to any one of the second aspect, or the first to the fourteenth possible implementations, in a
fifteenth possible implementation, when the SDP network is a distributed network, the available resource is a local
available resource of the protocol stack deployment node; or when the SDP network is a centralized network, the available
resource is a global available resource on the SDP network.
[0037] According to a third aspect, a resource allocation system on a Software Defined Protocol SDP network is
provided, where the system includes a protocol stack deployment node and a resource allocator; the resource allocator
includes a first receiver, a first processor, and a first transmitter; the protocol stack deployment node is configured to
send a resource request message to the resource allocator, where the resource request message carries information
about a protocol stack deployed on the protocol stack deployment node; the first receiver is configured to receive the
resource request message sent by the protocol stack deployment node; the first processor is configured to determine
information about an available resource on the SDP network, where the available resource is used for resource allocation
of the protocol stack; the first processor is further configured to determine, according to the information about the protocol
stack and the information about the available resource, information about a resource allocated to each protocol layer in
the protocol stack; the first transmitter is configured to send a resource feedback message to the protocol stack deployment
node, where the resource feedback message carries the information about the resource allocated to each protocol layer
in the protocol stack; and the protocol stack deployment node is further configured to receive the resource feedback
message sent by the resource allocator.
[0038] With reference to the third aspect, in a first possible implementation, the information about the available resource
includes a first quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource; and the information
about the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack includes a second quantity of protocol processing
modules corresponding to the allocated resource.
[0039] With reference to the first possible implementation, in a second possible implementation, the information about
the protocol stack includes a processing capability of a protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol
stack; and the first processor is specifically configured to determine the second quantity according to the processing
capability of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack and the first quantity, so as to
obtain an optimal processing capability of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using allocated
resources.
[0040] With reference to the second possible implementation, in a third possible implementation, the processing
capability of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer includes a processing delay of the protocol processing
module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two
adjacent protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of at least one to-be-processed service; and the first processor
is specifically configured to determine the second quantity according to the processing delay, the transmission delay,
the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the first quantity, so as to obtain a minimum sum of
delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources, or a maximum data throughput
in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0041] With reference to the third possible implementation, in a fourth possible implementation, the first processor is
specifically configured to determine, according to a formula
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 a second quantity li of protocol processing modules

corresponding to a resource allocated to an ith protocol layer, where  1≤li≤M-N+1,

 S={1,2,L,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack; i is any value ranging

from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing

delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing

module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, P is the quantity

of data packets of the to-be-processed service, M is the first quantity, and minF(l1,l2,L,lN) indicates the minimum sum

of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0042] With reference to the third possible implementation, in a fifth possible implementation, the first processor is
specifically configured to determine, according to a formula

 a quantity of protocol processing modules allocated

to each protocol layer, where  1≤li≤M-N+1,  S={1,2,L,N}, N is a total quantity of

protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is

i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module at an ith protocol

layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol

processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, P is the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed

service, M is the quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource, li is a quantity of

protocol processing modules allocated to the ith protocol layer, and minF(l1,l2,L,lN) indicates the maximum data throughput

in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0043] With reference to the third aspect, in a sixth possible implementation, the resource request message carries
service information of at least one service type on the protocol stack deployment node and information about a protocol
stack corresponding to each service type; and the first processor is specifically configured to: determine, according to
the service information and the information about the available resource, information about a resource allocated to a kth

service type of the at least one service type; and determine, according to the information about the resource allocated
to the kth service type and information about a protocol stack corresponding to the kth service type, information about a
resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing a to-be-processed
service of the kth service type, where the information about the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol
stack includes the information about the resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that
is used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0044] With reference to the sixth possible implementation, in a seventh possible implementation, the system further
includes a service processor, where the service processor includes a second receiver, a second processor, and a second
transmitter; the first transmitter is further configured to send a resource pre-request message to the service processor,
where the resource pre-request message carries the service information and the information about the available resource;
the second receiver is configured to receive the resource pre-request message sent by the resource allocator; the second
processor is configured to determine, according to the service information and the information about the available
resource, the information about the resource allocated to the kth service type; the second transmitter is configured to
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send a resource pre-request feedback message to the resource allocator, where the resource pre-request feedback
message carries the information about the resource allocated to the kth service type; the first receiver is further configured
to receive the resource pre-request feedback message sent by the service processor; and the first processor is specifically
configured to determine, according to the information about the protocol stack and the information about the resource
allocated to the kth service type, the information about the resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol
stack and that is used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0045] With reference to the seventh possible implementation, in an eighth possible implementation, the information
about the available resource includes a first quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available
resource; the information about the resource allocated to the kth service type includes a second quantity of protocol
processing modules corresponding to the resource allocated to the kth service type; and the information about the
resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing the to-be-processed
service of the kth service type includes a third quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the resource
that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing the to-be-processed service
of the kth service type.
[0046] With reference to the eighth possible implementation, in a ninth possible implementation, the information about
the protocol stack includes a processing capability of a protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol
stack; and the first processor is specifically configured to determine the third quantity according to a processing capability
of a protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack and the second quantity, so as to obtain an
optimal processing capability of performing protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type
at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0047] With reference to the ninth possible implementation, in a tenth possible implementation, the processing capability
of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack includes a processing delay of the protocol
processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack, a transmission delay between protocol processing
modules at two adjacent protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service
type; and the first processor is specifically configured to determine the third quantity according to the processing delay,
the transmission delay, the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the second quantity, so as to
obtain a minimum sum of delays in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the
protocol layers by using the allocated resources, or a maximum data throughput in protocol processing on the to-be-
processed service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0048] With reference to the tenth possible implementation, in an eleventh possible implementation, the first processor
is specifically configured to determine, according to a formula

 a third quantity  of protocol processing modules

that are allocated to an ith protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are corresponding to a resource used for processing

the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, where   

 S={1,2,L,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging

from 1 to N, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a

value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission

delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th

protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, Mk is

the second quantity, and  indicates the minimum sum of delays in protocol processing on the

to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0049] With reference to the tenth possible implementation, in a twelfth possible implementation, the first processor
is specifically configured to determine, according to a formula
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 a third quantity  of protocol processing modules

that are allocated to an ith protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are corresponding to a resource used for processing

the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, where   

 S={1,2,L,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging

from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing

delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing

module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity

of data packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, Mk is the second quantity, and

 indicates the maximum data throughput in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service

of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0050] With reference to any one of the sixth to the twelfth possible implementations, in a thirteenth possible imple-
mentation, the service information is further used to determine average service traffic of the kth service type; and the
second processor is specifically configured to determine the second quantity Mk according to a formula

 where  M is the first quantity, K is a total quantity of the at least one service

type, Rk is the average service traffic of the kth service type, and Ri is average service traffic of the ith service type.

[0051] With reference to any one of the third aspect, or the first to the thirteenth possible implementations, in a fourteenth
possible implementation, the system further includes a resource pool, where the resource pool includes a third receiver,
a third processor, and a third transmitter, where the first transmitter is further configured to send an available-resource
request message to the resource pool; the third receiver is configured to receive the available-resource request message
sent by the resource allocation module; the third processor is configured to determine the available resource on the SDP
network, where the available resource is used for resource allocation of the protocol stack; the third transmitter is
configured to send the available-resource feedback message to the resource allocator, where the available-resource
feedback message carries the information about the available resource; and the first receiver is further configured to
receive the available-resource feedback message sent by the resource pool.
[0052] With reference to any one of the third aspect, or the first to the fourteenth possible implementations, in a fifteenth
possible implementation, when the SDP network is a distributed network, the available resource is a local available
resource of the protocol stack deployment node; or when the SDP network is a centralized network, the available resource
is a global available resource on the SDP network.
[0053] According to the resource allocation method and system on the SDP network in embodiments of the present
invention, the resource allocator determines, after receiving the resource request message, the resource allocated to
each protocol layer in the protocol stack from the available resource on the network, and then notifies the protocol stack
deployment node of the information about the allocated resource by using the resource feedback message. In this way,
the protocol stack deployment node can perform resource configuration of the protocol layer according to the resource
feedback message. Therefore, in the embodiments of the present invention, resource allocation of all the protocol layers
is implemented by using the resource request message and the resource feedback message that are exchanged between
the resource allocator and the protocol stack deployment node.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0054] To describe the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention more clearly, the following
briefly describes the accompanying drawings required for describing the embodiments of the present invention. Appar-
ently, the accompanying drawings in the following description show merely some embodiments of the present invention,
and a person of ordinary skill in the art may still derive other drawings from these accompanying drawings without creative
efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic architecture diagram of a Software Defined Protocol SDP network according to the present
invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of a resource allocation method on an SDP network according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a resource allocation process on an SDP network according to another embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a resource allocation method on an SDP network according to another embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a resource allocation method on an SDP network according to another embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a resource allocation process on an SDP network according to another embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a resource allocation process on an SDP network according to another embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 8 is a schematic block diagram of a resource allocation system on an SDP network according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram of a resource allocation system on an SDP network according to another
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a schematic block diagram of a resource allocation system on an SDP network according to another
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a schematic block diagram of a resource allocation system on an SDP network according to another
embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 12 is a schematic block diagram of a resource allocation system on an SDP network according to another
embodiment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0055] To make the objectives, technical solutions, and advantages of the embodiments of the present invention
clearer, the following clearly and completely describes the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention
with reference to the accompanying drawings in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently, the described
embodiments are some but not all of the embodiments of the present invention. All other embodiments obtained by a
person of ordinary skill in the art based on the embodiments of the present invention without creative efforts shall fall
within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0056] FIG. 1 is a schematic architecture diagram of an SDP network to which an embodiment of the present invention
can be applied. The SDP network may include a protocol stack deployment node 110 and a resource allocator 120.
[0057] A protocol stack is deployed on the protocol stack deployment node 110. The protocol stack deployment node
110 is configured to: request the resource allocator 120 to allocate a resource, and then perform protocol processing
on a service on the protocol stack deployment node according to resource allocation information sent by the resource
allocator 120. The resource allocator 120 is configured to: determine information about an available resource on the
network according to a resource request of the protocol stack deployment node 110, and send the resource allocation
information to the protocol stack deployment node 110.
[0058] Optionally, the SDP network may further include a resource pool 130. The resource pool 130 is configured to:
determine the available resource on the network according to the available-resource request sent by the resource
allocator 120, and send the information about the available resource to the resource allocator 120.
[0059] Optionally, the SDP network may further include a service processor 140. The service processor 140 is con-
figured to: determine, according to a resource pre-allocation request sent by the resource allocator 120, resource allo-
cation information used when protocol processing is performed for different service types, and send the resource allocation
information to the resource allocator 120.
[0060] The schematic architecture diagram of the SDP network shown in FIG. 1 is merely a possible architecture
diagram of the SDP network, and shall not constitute any limitation on the present invention.
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[0061] FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of a resource allocation method 200 on an SDP network according to an
embodiment of the present invention. The method 200 may be executed by the resource allocator 120 in FIG. 1.
[0062] S210. The resource allocator receives a resource request message sent by a protocol stack deployment node,
where the resource request message carries information about a protocol stack deployed on the protocol stack deploy-
ment node.
[0063] S220. The resource allocator determines information about an available resource on the SDP network, where
the available resource is used for resource allocation of the protocol stack.
[0064] S230. The resource allocator determines, according to the information about the protocol stack and the infor-
mation about the available resource, information about a resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack.
[0065] S240. The resource allocator sends a resource feedback message to the protocol stack deployment node,
where the resource feedback message carries the information about the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the
protocol stack.
[0066] According to the resource allocation method on the SDP network in this embodiment of the present invention,
the resource allocator determines, according to information about all protocol layers in the protocol stack after receiving
the resource request message, the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack from the available
resource on the network, and then notifies the protocol stack deployment node of the information about the allocated
resource by using the resource feedback message. In this way, the protocol stack deployment node can perform resource
configuration of the protocol layer according to the resource feedback message. Therefore, in this embodiment of the
present invention, resource allocation of all the protocol layers is implemented by using the resource request message
and the resource feedback message that are exchanged between the resource allocator and the protocol stack deploy-
ment node.
[0067] In the resource allocation method on the SDP network in this embodiment of the present invention, when the
SDP network is a distributed network, a resource on the network is a resource managed in a distributed manner, and
in this case, the determined available resource may be a local available resource of the protocol stack deployment node;
or when the SDP network is a centralized network, a resource on the network is a resource managed in a centralized
manner, and in this case, the determined available resource may be a global resource on the entire SDP network.
[0068] In the following, a more detailed example is used to describe a resource allocation process according to an
embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of the resource allocation process 300 according
to this embodiment of the present invention. In the embodiment in FIG. 3, a protocol stack has been deployed on a
protocol stack deployment node 310, and then a resource needs to be allocated to each protocol layer, so that the
allocated resource can be used at the protocol layer in the protocol stack to perform protocol processing on a service.
[0069] Therefore, in S321, the protocol stack deployment node 310 sends a resource request message to a resource
allocator 320, where the resource request message carries information about the protocol stack deployed on the protocol
stack deployment node, and the resource allocator 320 receives the resource request message.
[0070] The resource allocator 320 determines information about an available resource on the SDP network after
receiving the resource request message, and then determines a resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol
stack according to the information about the protocol stack that is carried in the received resource request message and
the information about the available resource on the SDP network.
[0071] In S322, the resource allocator 320 sends a resource feedback message to the protocol stack deployment
node 310, where the resource feedback message carries information about a resource allocated to each protocol layer.
The protocol stack deployment node 310 receives the resource feedback message sent by the resource allocator 320,
and then configures the resource for the protocol layer according to the information about the resource allocated to each
protocol layer that is carried in the resource feedback message.
[0072] In this embodiment of the present invention, the resource request message received by the resource allocator
320 and the resource feedback message sent by the resource allocator 320 may carry other information, and this is not
limited in the present invention.
[0073] On the SDP network, a resource may have many different representation forms, for example, information such
as a storage space size, a quantity of processed resources, or a time occupied for processing a resource. Certainly, the
resource may be represented in another form, and no limitation is imposed on a resource representation form in the
present invention. For example, at different layers, different protocol processing modules corresponding to the protocol
layers are used to perform protocol processing on a service data stream. The protocol processing modules need to use
a specific resource to process the data stream. Therefore, a quantity of protocol processing modules may also be used
to represent the available resource on the SDP network.
[0074] In an embodiment of the present invention, optionally, the protocol processing modules at different protocol
layers may use a same quantity of resources to perform protocol processing. In this case, the available resource on the
SDP network may be quantified as a specified quantity of protocol processing modules according to a quantity of
resources used by one protocol processing module in performing protocol processing, and then the protocol processing
modules obtained by means of quantification are allocated to corresponding protocol layers according to a processing
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capability of each protocol layer in processing the data stream by using a corresponding protocol processing module.
A quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer determines the resource allocated to each
protocol layer. That is, in this embodiment of the present invention, the quantity of protocol processing modules is
allocated to each protocol layer to indirectly allocate the resource to each protocol layer.
[0075] Therefore, optionally, the information about the available resource on the SDP network may include a quantity
of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource. The resource allocator may determine the
quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource on the SDP network.
[0076] In this case, when determining, according to the information about the protocol stack and the information about
the available resource, the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack, the resource allocator may
determine, according to the information about the protocol stack and the quantity of protocol processing modules cor-
responding to the available resource on the SDP network, the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each
protocol layer in the protocol stack. For ease of description, the quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding
to the available resource on the SDP network is referred to as a first quantity.
[0077] Correspondingly, the information, carried in the resource feedback message sent by the resource allocator to
a protocol stack processor, about the resource allocated to each protocol layer may be the quantity of protocol processing
modules corresponding to the resource allocated to each protocol layer.
[0078] After receiving the resource feedback message, the protocol stack deployment node may configure the resource
for each protocol layer according to the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer.
[0079] In this embodiment of the present invention, a processing capability of a protocol processing module at each
protocol layer may be a data stream processing delay of the protocol processing module and an output delay in data
transmission between protocol processing modules used at two adjacent protocol layers, or may be another capability
such as a throughput. No limitation is imposed on a specific representation form of a processing capability in the present
invention.
[0080] The information about the protocol stack may include a processing capability of a protocol processing module
at each protocol layer. In this case, when determining, according to the information about the protocol stack and the first
quantity, the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack, the resource
allocator may determine, according to the processing capability of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer
and the first quantity, the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer.
[0081] In the resource allocation method on the SDP network in this embodiment of the present invention, the infor-
mation about the protocol stack may include the processing capability of the protocol processing module at each protocol
layer, that is, a resource is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack according to a maximum processing
capability of the protocol layer. Therefore, according to the resource allocation method on the SDP network in this
embodiment of the present invention, a total protocol processing capability of a system can be improved.
[0082] Optionally, the information about the protocol stack includes a processing delay of the protocol processing
module at each protocol layer, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol
layers of all the protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of at least one to-be-processed service. In this case, the
resource allocator is specifically configured to determine, according to all processing delays, all transmission delays,
the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the first quantity, the second quantity of protocol
processing modules allocated to each protocol layer.
[0083] When determining, according to a processing capability of a protocol processing module at a protocol layer
and the first quantity, the resource allocated to each protocol layer, the resource allocator may further use another
condition to help determine the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer.
[0084] For example, the resource allocator determines, according to a processing capability of a protocol processing
module at a protocol layer and the first quantity, the resource allocated to each protocol layer, so as to obtain an optimal
processing capability of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using allocated resources.
[0085] Optionally, if a representation form of a processing capability of a protocol processing module is a throughput,
a representation form of an optimal processing capability is correspondingly a maximum total throughput; if a represen-
tation form of a processing capability of a protocol processing module is a transmission delay or a processing delay, a
representation form of an optimal processing capability is correspondingly a minimum sum of processing delays.
[0086] Optionally, the information about the protocol stack that is carried in the resource request message sent by the
protocol stack deployment node may include a processing delay of the protocol processing module at each protocol
layer on the protocol deployment node, a transmission delay in data transmission between protocol processing modules
at two adjacent protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of a to-be processed service at the protocol stack. In this
case, the resource allocator may determine, according to all processing delays, all transmission delays, the quantity of
data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the first quantity, the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated
to each protocol layer, so as to obtain a minimum sum of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using
allocated resources.
[0087] In this embodiment of the present invention, the quantity of protocol processing modules is allocated to each
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protocol layer by satisfying the condition of the minimum sum of the delays in protocol processing at all the protocol
layers by using the allocated resources corresponding to the quantity of protocol processing modules, so as to optimize
a capability of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers in a protocol stack.
[0088] In this embodiment of the present invention, alternatively, the quantity of protocol processing modules may be
allocated to each protocol layer by making a sum of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using
allocated available resources be a processing delay threshold or be within a delay range, and this is not limited in the
present invention.
[0089] Optionally, when the resource allocator determines, according to processing delays, transmission delays, the
quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding
to the available resource, the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer, specifically, a

formula  may be used for implementation, where

 1≤li≤M-N+1,  and S={1,2,L,N}.

[0090] In the foregoing formula, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack; i is any value ranging from

1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing

delay of a protocol processing module at an ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing

module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, P is the quantity

of data packets of the to-be-processed service, M is the quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the
available resource, li is a quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to the ith protocol layer, and minF(l1,l2,L,lN)

indicates the minimum sum of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0091] The formula in the foregoing method is merely an optional formula, and the quantity of protocol processing
modules allocated to each protocol layer may be calculated by using another formula that can meet a requirement; and
this is not limited in the present invention.
[0092] For example, the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer may be determined

according to a formula  where 

1≤li≤M-N+1,  S={1,2,L,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is

any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of 

Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module at an ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the

protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN

is zero, P is the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, M is the quantity of protocol processing modules
corresponding to the available resource, li is a quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to the ith protocol layer,

and minF(l1,l2,L,lN) indicates the maximum data throughput in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the

allocated resources.
[0093] For example, the protocol stack deployed on the protocol stack deployment node may include a Media Access
Control (Media Access Control, MAC) layer, a radio link control (Radio Link Control, RLC) layer, a Packet Data Conver-
gence Protocol (Packet Data Convergence Protocol, PDCP) layer, and an Internet Protocol (Internet Protocol, IP) layer.
[0094] If the available resource is evenly allocated to each protocol layer without considering a processing capability
of the protocol layer, a data throughput in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources
is 16.13 mega (Mega, M) data packets per second (paket per second, pps).
[0095] According to the resource allocation method in this embodiment of the present invention, the available resource
on the network is quantified as 100 protocol processing modules, a total of 100 mega data packets are to be processed,
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a processing delay at a MAC layer is 1.55-mega data per microsecond (ms), a processing delay at an RLC layer in an
acknowledgment mode (Acknowledgement Module, AM) is 1.43-mega data per ms, a processing delay at a PDCP layer
is 0.03-mega data per ms, and a processing delay at an IP layer is 0.11-mega data per ms. In addition, assuming that a
transmission delay between two adjacent protocol layers is 0, after the protocol processing modules are allocated to all
protocol layers according to the foregoing processing capabilities of all the protocol layers, a data throughput in protocol
processing at all the protocol layers by using resources corresponding to the protocol processing modules is 31.60 mega
data packets per second, that is, about 1.96 times of a data throughput of 16.13 mega data packets per second that is
obtained when resources are evenly allocated.
[0096] In the foregoing embodiment, other parameters keep unchanged, and only a processing delay at the RLC layer
is changed to a processing delay that is in an unacknowledgment mode (Un-acknowledgement Module, UM) and that
is obtained when a packet header length of a data block is 10 bits, that is, 1.18-mega data per microsecond. In this case,
after the protocol processing modules are allocated to all protocol layers according to the foregoing processing capabilities
of all the protocol layers, a data throughput in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using resources corre-
sponding to the allocated protocol processing modules is 34.18 mega data packets per second, that is, about 2.12 times
of a data throughput of 16.13 mega data packets per second that is obtained when resources are evenly allocated.
[0097] For another example, in the foregoing embodiment, other parameters keep unchanged, and only a processing
delay at the RLC layer is changed to a processing delay that is in UM and that is obtained when a packet header length
of a data block is 5 bits, that is, 0.7-mega data per microsecond. In this case, after the protocol processing modules are
allocated to all protocol layers according to the foregoing processing capabilities of all the protocol layers, a data through-
put in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using resources corresponding to the allocated protocol processing
modules is 41.28 mega data packets per second, that is, about 2.56 times of a data throughput of 16.13 mega data
packets per second that is obtained when resources are evenly allocated.
[0098] It can be learned from the foregoing several embodiments of the present invention, in the resource allocation
method on the SDP network in this embodiment of the present invention, a maximum system processing capability that
is obtained when a resource is allocated to a protocol layer according to a processing capability of the protocol layer
may be 2.56 times of a system processing capability that is obtained when a resource is not allocated according to the
processing capability of the protocol layer, that is, the system processing capability is greatly improved.
[0099] FIG. 4 shows a resource allocation method 400 on an SDP network according to an embodiment of the present
invention. The SDP network includes a protocol stack deployment node and a resource allocator. The method may be
executed by the resource allocator 120 in FIG. 1.
[0100] S410. The resource allocator receives a resource request message sent by the protocol stack deployment
node, where the resource request message carries service information of at least one service type on the protocol stack
deployment node and information about a protocol stack corresponding to each service type. S420. The resource
allocator determines information about an available resource on the SDP network, where the available resource is used
for resource allocation of the protocol stack. S430. The resource allocator determines information about a resource
allocated to a kth service type according to the service information and the information about the available resource.
S440. The resource allocator determines, according to the information about the protocol stack and the information
about the resource allocated to the kth service type, information about a resource that is allocated to each protocol layer
in the protocol stack and that is used for processing a to-be-processed service of the kth service type. S450. The resource
allocator sends a resource feedback message to the protocol stack deployment node, where the resource feedback
message carries the information about the resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that
is used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0101] According to the resource allocation method in this embodiment of the present invention, the available resource
is allocated to each service type, and then among resources allocated to each service type, a resource used for processing
a to-be-processed service of the service type is allocated to each protocol layer in a protocol stack corresponding to the
service type, so that the resource allocated to the protocol layer by the resource allocator is detailed from a perspective
of each service type.
[0102] FIG. 5 shows a resource allocation method 500 on an SDP network according to an embodiment of the present
invention. The SDP network includes a protocol stack deployment node, a resource allocator, and a service processor.
The method 500 may be executed by the resource allocator 120 in FIG. 1.
[0103] S510. The resource allocator receives a resource request message sent by the protocol stack deployment
node, where the resource request message carries service information of at least one service type on the protocol stack
deployment node and information about a protocol stack corresponding to each of these service types.
[0104] S520. The resource allocator determines information about an available resource on the SDP network, where
the information about the available resource is used for resource allocation of the protocol stack.
[0105] S530. The resource allocator sends a resource pre-request message to the service processor, where the
resource pre-request message carries the service information and the information about the available resource, so that
the service processor determines, according to the service information and the information about the available resource,
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a resource allocated to a kth service type of these service types.
[0106] S540. The resource allocator receives a resource pre-request feedback message sent by the service processor,
where the resource pre-request feedback message carries information about the resource allocated to the kth service type.
[0107] S550. The resource allocator determines, according to the information about the protocol stack and the infor-
mation about the resource allocated to the kth service type, a resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the
protocol stack and that is used for processing a to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0108] S560. The resource allocator sends a resource feedback message to the protocol stack deployment node,
where the resource feedback message carries the resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack
and that is used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0109] In the following, a more detailed example is used to describe a resource allocation process according to an
embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a resource allocation process 600 on an SDP
network according to an embodiment of the present invention. The SDP network includes a protocol stack deployment
node 610, a resource allocator 620, and a service processor 630. In the embodiment in FIG. 6, a protocol stack has
been deployed on the protocol stack deployment node 610, and then a resource for processing a to-be-processed service
of each service type needs to be allocated to each protocol layer on the protocol stack deployment node.
[0110] Therefore, in S621, the protocol stack deployment node 610 sends a resource request message to the resource
allocator 620, where the resource request message carries service information of at least one service type on the protocol
stack deployment node and information about a protocol stack corresponding to each service type. The resource allocator
620 receives the resource request message.
[0111] The resource allocator 620 determines information about an available resource on the SDP network, where
the available resource is used for resource allocation of the protocol stack.
[0112] Then in S622, the resource allocator 620 sends a resource pre-request message to the service processor 630,
where the resource pre-request message carries the service information and the information about the available resource.
The service processor 630 receives the resource pre-request message, and determines, according to the service infor-
mation and the information about the available resource that are carried in the resource pre-request message, a resource
allocated to a kth service type.
[0113] In S623, the service processor 630 sends a resource pre-request feedback message to the resource allocator
620, where the resource pre-request feedback message carries information about the resource allocated to the kth

service type. The resource allocator 620 receives the resource pre-request feedback message sent by the service
processor 630.
[0114] After receiving the resource pre-request feedback message, the resource allocator 630 determines, according
to the information about the resource allocated to the kth service type and information about a protocol stack corresponding
to the service type, information about a resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is
used for processing a to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0115] In S624, the resource allocator 620 sends a resource feedback message to the protocol stack deployment
node 610, where the resource feedback message carries the information about the resource that is allocated to each
protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
The protocol stack deployment node 610 receives the resource feedback message. After receiving the resource feedback
message, the protocol stack deployment node 610 may configure the resource for each protocol layer according to the
resource feedback message.
[0116] In this embodiment of the present invention, the resource allocator and the service processor are used to jointly
allocate the resource to each protocol layer.
[0117] In this embodiment of the present invention, the resource on the network may be quantified as a quantity of
protocol processing modules, then, the quantity of protocol processing modules is allocated to each protocol layer, and
finally, a resource is allocated to each protocol layer according to the quantity of protocol processing modules at each
protocol layer.
[0118] Therefore, when determining the information about the available resource, the resource allocator may determine
a quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource. For ease of description, the quantity
of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource is referred to as a first quantity for short in the
following.
[0119] In this case, the information carried in the resource pre-request message sent by the resource allocator to the
service processor includes the service information and the first quantity.
[0120] After accepting the resource pre-request message, the service processor determines, according to the service
information and the first quantity, a quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to the kth service type; and sends
the resource pre-request feedback message to the resource allocator, where the resource pre-request feedback message
carries the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to the kth service type. For ease of description, the quantity
of protocol processing modules allocated to the kth service type is referred to as a second quantity for short in the following.
[0121] The resource allocator receives the resource pre-request feedback message sent by the service processor,
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and then determines, according to the information about the protocol stack and the second quantity, a quantity of protocol
processing modules that are allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are used for processing the
to-be-processed service of the kth service type. For ease of description, the quantity of protocol processing modules that
are allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed service
of the kth service type is referred to as a third quantity for short in the following.
[0122] After determining the third quantity, the resource allocator sends a resource feedback message to the protocol
stack deployment node, where the resource feedback message carries the third quantity.
[0123] The information about the protocol stack may include a processing capability of a protocol processing module
at each protocol layer. In this case, when determining, according to the information about the protocol stack and the first
quantity, the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack, the resource
allocator may determine, according to the processing capability of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer
and the first quantity, the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer.
[0124] Optionally, the information about the protocol stack includes a processing delay of the protocol processing
module at each protocol layer, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol
layers of all the protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of a to-be-processed service of a kth service type. In this
case, the resource allocator is specifically configured to determine the third quantity according to all processing delays,
all transmission delays, the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the second quantity.
[0125] When determining the third quantity according to a processing capability of a protocol processing module at a
protocol layer and the second quantity, the resource allocator may further use another condition to help determine the
third quantity.
[0126] For example, the resource allocator determines the third quantity according to a processing capability of a
protocol processing module at a protocol layer and the second quantity, so as to obtain an optimal processing capability
of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using allocated resources.
[0127] Optionally, if a representation form of a processing capability of a protocol processing module is a throughput,
a representation form of an optimal processing capability is correspondingly a maximum total throughput; if a represen-
tation form of a processing capability of a protocol processing module is a transmission delay or a processing delay, a
representation form of an optimal processing capability is correspondingly a minimum sum of processing delays.
[0128] In the resource allocation method on the SDP network in this embodiment of the present invention, optionally,
the information about the protocol stack may include a processing delay of a protocol processing module at each protocol
layer, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol layers of all protocol layers,
and a quantity of data packets of a to-be-processed service of a kth service type. In this case, the resource allocator
may determine, according to all processing delays, all transmission delays, the quantity of data packets of the to-be-
processed service, and the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to the kth service type, a quantity of protocol
processing modules allocated to each protocol layer in a protocol stack corresponding to each service type and that is
used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, so as to obtain a minimum sum of delays in
protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all protocol layers by using allocated
resources.
[0129] In the resource allocation method on the SDP network in this embodiment of the present invention, a quantity
of protocol processing modules used for protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type is
allocated to each protocol layer, and the sum of the delays in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the
kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources is minimum, so that a processing capability
of the entire protocol layer is optimized.
[0130] In this embodiment of the present invention, alternatively, the delay in performing protocol processing at all the
protocol layers by using the allocated available resource may be a processing delay threshold or a delay range that is
set as required, and this is not limited in the present invention.
[0131] Optionally, when determining the third quantity, the resource allocator may specifically determine, according
to a formula

  the quantity  of protocol processing modules

that are allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed

service of the kth service type, where     

S={1,2,L,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set
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including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol

processing module at an ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the

ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity of data

packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, Mk is the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated

to the kth service type, and  indicates a minimum sum of delays in protocol processing on the

to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0132] The formula in the foregoing embodiment is merely an optional formula, and the quantity of protocol processing
modules allocated to each protocol layer may be calculated by using another formula that can meet a requirement; and
this is not limited in the present invention.

[0133] For example, a third quantity  of protocol processing modules that are allocated to an ith protocol layer in

the protocol stack and that are corresponding to a resource used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth

service type may be further determined according to a formula

 where   

 S={1,2,L,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging

from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing

delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing

module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity

of data packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, Mk is the second quantity, and

 indicates a maximum data throughput in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service

of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0134] Optionally, in the method 200, the method 400, and the method 500, when the resource allocator determines
the information about the available resource in a resource pool, the resource allocator may send the available-resource
request message to the resource pool, so that the resource pool determines information about the available resource
on the SDP network; then the resource allocator may receive the available-resource feedback message sent by the
resource pool, where the available-resource feedback message carries the information about the available resource. In
an embodiment, the information about the available resource may be the quantity of protocol processing modules
corresponding to the available resource.
[0135] In this case, in the resource allocation method on the SDP network according to this embodiment of the present
invention, a resource pool is used to determine the information about the available resource on the SDP network, so as
to improve the resource allocation capability of the resource allocator.
[0136] In the following, a more detailed example is used to describe a resource allocation process according to an
embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a resource allocation process 700 on an SDP
network according to this embodiment of the present invention. The SDP network includes a protocol stack processor
710, a resource allocator 720, a service processor 730, and a resource pool 740. In the embodiment in FIG. 7, a protocol
stack has been deployed on the protocol stack deployment node 710, and then a resource for processing a to-be-
processed service of each service type needs to be allocated to each protocol layer on the protocol stack deployment node.
[0137] S721. The protocol stack deployment node 710 sends a resource request message to the resource allocator
720, where the resource request message carries service information of at least one service type on the protocol stack
deployment node and information about a protocol stack corresponding to each of these service types; and the resource
allocator 720 receives the resource request message.
[0138] S722. The resource allocator 720 sends an available-resource request message to the resource pool 740; and
the resource pool 740 receives the available-resource request message, and then determines information about an
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available resource on the SDP network, where the available resource is used for resource allocation of the protocol
stack, and the information about the available resource may be a quantity of resource processing modules corresponding
to the available resource.
[0139] S723. The resource pool 740 sends an available-resource feedback message to the resource allocator 720,
where the available-resource feedback message carries the information about the available resource; and the resource
allocator 720 receives the available-resource feedback message.
[0140] S724. The resource allocator 720 sends a resource pre-request message to the service processor 730, where
the resource pre-request message carries the service information and the information about the available resource; and
the service processor 730 receives the resource pre-request message, and then determines, according to the service
information and the information about the available resource, a resource allocated to a kth service type of these service
types; and when the information about the available resource is a quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding
to the available resource, the service processor 730 determines, according to the service information and the quantity
of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource, a quantity of protocol processing modules
allocated to the kth service type.
[0141] S725. The service processor 730 sends a resource pre-request feedback message to the resource allocator
720; the resource allocator 720 receives the resource pre-request feedback message sent by the service processor
730, where the resource pre-request feedback message carries information about an available resource allocated to
the kth service type; and then, the resource allocator 720 determines, from the available resource allocated to the kth

service type according to the information about the protocol stack, an available resource that is allocated to each protocol
layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing a to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0142] S726. The resource allocator 720 sends a resource feedback message to the protocol stack deployment node,
where the resource feedback message carries information about an available resource allocated to each protocol layer;
and the protocol stack deployment node 710 receives the resource feedback message, and then allocates an available
resource to each protocol layer from the available resource according to the resource feedback message.
[0143] The foregoing describes, according to FIG. 2 to FIG. 7, in detail the resource allocation method and process
on the SDP network. The following describes, with reference to FIG. 8 to FIG. 12, in detail a resource allocation system
on an SDP network.
[0144] The resource allocation system on the SDP network in FIG. 8 includes a protocol stack deployment node 810
and a resource allocator 820. The resource allocator 820 includes a first receiving module 821, a resource determining
module 822, a resource allocation module 823, and a first sending module 824.
[0145] The protocol stack deployment node 810 is configured to send a resource request message to the resource
allocator 820. The resource request message carries information about a protocol stack on the protocol stack deployment
node 810.
[0146] The first receiving module 821 is configured to receive the resource request message sent by the protocol
stack deployment node 810. The resource determining module 822 is configured to determine information about an
available resource on the SDP network, where the available resource is allocated to the protocol layer. The resource
allocation module 823 is configured to determine, from the available resource according to the information about the
protocol stack, an available resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack. The first sending module 824
is configured to send a resource feedback message to the protocol stack deployment node 810, where the resource
feedback message carries information about the available resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack.
[0147] The protocol stack deployment node 810 is further configured to receive the resource feedback message sent
by the resource allocator 820.
[0148] According to the resource allocation system on the SDP network in this embodiment of the present invention,
the resource allocator accepts the request sent by the protocol stack deployment node and determines the available
resource on the network; then determines, from the available resource on the network according to the information about
the protocol stack carried in the request, the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack; and then
sends, to the protocol stack deployment node, the information about the resource allocated to each protocol layer, so
that the protocol stack deployment node performs resource configuration according to the information about the allocated
resource.
[0149] In the resource allocation method on the SDP network in this embodiment of the present invention, when the
SDP network is a distributed network, a resource on the network is a resource managed in a distributed manner, and
in this case, the determined available resource may be a local available resource of the protocol stack deployment node;
or when the SDP network is a centralized network, a resource on the network is a resource managed in a centralized
manner, and in this case, the determined available resource may be a global resource on the entire SDP network.
[0150] Optionally, the resource determining module 822 is specifically configured to determine a first quantity of protocol
processing modules corresponding to an available resource in the resource pool, where the available resource is allocated
to a protocol layer. The resource allocation module is specifically configured to determine, according to the information
about the protocol stack and the first quantity, a second quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each
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protocol layer in the protocol stack.
[0151] The information about the protocol stack may include a processing capability of a protocol processing module
at each protocol layer. In this case, when determining, according to the information about the protocol stack and the first
quantity, the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack, the resource
allocator may determine, according to the processing capability of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer
and the first quantity, the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer.
[0152] In the resource allocation method on the SDP network in this embodiment of the present invention, the infor-
mation about the protocol stack may include the processing capability of the protocol processing module at each protocol
layer, that is, a resource is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack according to a maximum processing
capability of the protocol layer. Therefore, according to the resource allocation method on the SDP network in this
embodiment of the present invention, a total protocol processing capability of a system can be improved.
[0153] Optionally, the information about the protocol stack includes a processing delay of the protocol processing
module at each protocol layer, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol
layers of all the protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of at least one to-be-processed service. In this case, the
resource allocator is specifically configured to determine, according to all processing delays, all transmission delays,
the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the first quantity, the second quantity of protocol
processing modules allocated to each protocol layer.
[0154] When determining, according to a processing capability of a protocol processing module at a protocol layer
and the first quantity, the resource allocated to each protocol layer, the resource allocator may further use another
condition to help determine the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer.
[0155] For example, the resource allocator determines, according to a processing capability of a protocol processing
module at a protocol layer and the first quantity, the resource allocated to each protocol layer, so as to obtain an optimal
processing capability of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using allocated resources.
[0156] Optionally, if a representation form of a processing capability of a protocol processing module is a throughput,
a representation form of an optimal processing capability is correspondingly a maximum total throughput; if a represen-
tation form of a processing capability of a protocol processing module is a transmission delay or a processing delay, a
representation form of an optimal processing capability is correspondingly a minimum sum of processing delays.
[0157] Optionally, the information about the protocol stack includes a processing delay of the protocol processing
module at each protocol layer, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol
layers of all the protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of at least one to-be-processed service. In this case, the
resource allocator is specifically configured to determine, according to all processing delays, all transmission delays,
the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the first quantity, the second quantity of protocol
processing modules allocated to each protocol layer, so as to obtain a minimum sum of delays in protocol processing
at all the protocol layers by using allocated resources.
[0158] Optionally, when determining the second quantity, the resource allocation module may determine, according

to a formula  a quantity li of protocol processing mod-

ules allocated to an ith protocol layer, where  1≤li≤M-N+1,  S={1,2,L,N}, N is a

total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack; i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set including positive

integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module

at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and

a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, P is the quantity of data packets of the to-be-

processed service, M is the first quantity, and minF(l1,l2,L,lN) indicates the minimum sum of delays in protocol processing

at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0159] Optionally, when determining the second quantity, the resource allocation module may further determine, ac-

cording to a formula  the quantity of protocol process-
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ing modules allocated to each protocol layer, where  1≤li≤M-N+1,  S={1,2,L,N},

N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set including positive

integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module

at an ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and

a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, P is the quantity of data packets of the to-be-

processed service, M is the quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource, li is a

quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to the ith protocol layer, and minF(l1,l2,L,lN) indicates the maximum

data throughput in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using allocated resources.
[0160] For example, the protocol stack deployed on the protocol stack deployment node may include a Media Access
Control (Media Access Control, MAC) layer, a radio link control (Radio Link Control, RLC) layer, a Packet Data Conver-
gence Protocol (Packet Data Convergence Protocol, PDCP) layer, and an Internet Protocol (Internet Protocol, IP) layer.
[0161] If the available resource is evenly allocated to each protocol layer without considering a processing capability
of the protocol layer, a data throughput in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources
is 16.13 mega (Mega, M) data packets per second (paket per second, pps).
[0162] According to the resource allocation method in this embodiment of the present invention, the available resource
on the network is quantified as 100 protocol processing modules, a total of 100 mega data packets are to be processed,
a processing delay at a MAC layer is 1.55-mega data per microsecond (ms), a processing delay at an RLC layer in an
acknowledgment mode (Acknowledgement Module, AM) is 1.43-mega data per ms, a processing delay at a PDCP layer
is 0.03-mega data per ms, and a processing delay at an IP layer is 0.11-mega data per ms. In addition, assuming that a
transmission delay between two adjacent protocol layers is 0, after the protocol processing modules are allocated to all
protocol layers according to the foregoing processing capabilities of all the protocol layers, a data throughput in protocol
processing at all the protocol layers by using resources corresponding to the protocol processing modules is 31.60 mega
data packets per second, that is, about 1.96 times of a data throughput of 16.13 mega data packets per second that is
obtained when resources are evenly allocated.
[0163] In the foregoing embodiment, other parameters keep unchanged, and only a processing delay at the RLC layer
is changed to a processing delay that is in an unacknowledgment mode (Un acknowledgement Module, UM) and that
is obtained when a packet header length of a data block is 10 bits, that is, 1.18-mega data per microsecond; in this case,
after the protocol processing modules are allocated to all protocol layers according to the foregoing processing capabilities
of all the protocol layers, a data throughput in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using resources corre-
sponding to the allocated protocol processing modules is 34.18 mega data packets per second, that is, about 2.12 times
of a data throughput of 16.13 mega data packets per second that is obtained when resources are evenly allocated.
[0164] For another example, in the foregoing embodiment, other parameters keep unchanged, and only a processing
delay at the RLC layer is changed to a processing delay that is in UM and that is obtained when a packet header length
of a data block is 5 bits, that is, 0.7-mega data per microsecond. In this case, after the protocol processing modules are
allocated to all protocol layers according to the foregoing processing capabilities of all the protocol layers, a data through-
put in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using resources corresponding to the allocated protocol processing
modules is 41.28 mega data packets per second, that is, about 2.56 times of a data throughput of 16.13 mega data
packets per second that is obtained when resources are evenly allocated.
[0165] It can be learned from the foregoing several embodiments of the present invention, in the resource allocation
method on the SDP network in this embodiment of the present invention, a maximum system processing capability that
is obtained when a resource is allocated to a protocol layer according to a processing capability of the protocol layer
may be 2.56 times of a system processing capability that is obtained when a resource is not allocated according to the
processing capability of the protocol layer, that is, the system processing capability is greatly improved.
[0166] The resource request message received by the first receiving module 821 may further carry service information
of at least one service type on the protocol stack deployment node and information about a protocol stack corresponding
to each of these service types.
[0167] In this case, the resource allocation module is specifically configured to determine, according to the service
information and the information about the available resource that are received by the first receiving module 821, a
resource allocated to a kth service type, and then determines, according to the resource allocated to the kth service type
and information about a protocol stack corresponding to the service type, a resource that is allocated to each protocol
layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing a to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
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[0168] The resource feedback information sent by the first sending module 824 may further carry information about
the available resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing the
to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0169] FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram of a resource allocation system on an SDP network according to an
embodiment of the present invention. In the system shown in FIG. 9, a component the same as or similar to that in the
system shown in FIG. 8 is represented by a same name in the drawing, and details are not repeated herein. A major
difference from the system shown in FIG. 8 lies in that the system shown in FIG. 9 further includes a service processor
910. The service processor 910 includes a second receiving module 911, a service processing module 912, and a
second sending module 913.
[0170] In this case, the first sending module 824 is further configured to send a resource pre-request message to the
service processor 910. The resource pre-request message carries service information and information about an available
resource.
[0171] The second receiving module 911 is configured to receive the resource pre-request message sent by the
resource allocator 820. The service processing module 912 is configured to determine, according to the service infor-
mation and the information about the available resource, information about a resource allocated to a kth service type.
The second sending module 913 is configured to send a resource pre-request feedback message to the resource
allocator 820. The resource pre-request feedback message carries the information about the resource allocated to the
kth service type.
[0172] The first receiving module 821 is further specifically configured to receive the resource pre-request feedback
message sent by the second sending module 913. The resource allocation module 823 is specifically configured to
determine, according to the information about the resource allocated to the kth service type and information about a
protocol stack corresponding to the service type, information about a resource that is allocated to each protocol layer
in the protocol stack and that is used for processing a to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0173] Optionally, the resource determining module 822 may be specifically configured to determine a first quantity
of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource. In this case, the information about the available
resource is the first quantity.
[0174] In addition, the service processing module 912 is specifically configured to determine, according to the service
information and the first quantity, a second quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to the kth service type.
[0175] The resource allocation module 823 is specifically configured to determine, according to the second quantity
of protocol processing modules allocated to the kth service type and the information about the protocol stack corresponding
to the service type, a third quantity of protocol processing modules that are allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol
stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0176] In this case, the resource feedback message that is sent by the first sending module 824 and that is received
by the protocol stack deployment node 810 carries the third quantity of protocol processing modules that are allocated
to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service
type.
[0177] The information about the protocol stack may include a processing capability of a protocol processing module
at each protocol layer. In this case, when determining, according to the information about the protocol stack and the first
quantity, a quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack, the resource
allocator may determine, according to the processing capability of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer
and the first quantity, the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer.
[0178] Optionally, the information about the protocol stack includes a processing delay of the protocol processing
module at each protocol layer, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol
layers of all the protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of a to-be-processed service of a kth service type. In this
case, the resource allocator is specifically configured to determine the third quantity according to all processing delays,
all transmission delays, the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the second quantity.
[0179] When determining the third quantity according to a processing capability of a protocol processing module at a
protocol layer and the second quantity, the resource allocator may further use another condition to help determine the
third quantity.
[0180] For example, the resource allocator determines the third quantity according to a processing capability of a
protocol processing module at a protocol layer and the second quantity, so as to obtain an optimal processing capability
of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using allocated resources.
[0181] Optionally, if a representation form of a processing capability of a protocol processing module is a throughput,
a representation form of an optimal processing capability is correspondingly a maximum total throughput; if a represen-
tation form of a processing capability of a protocol processing module is a transmission delay or a processing delay, a
representation form of an optimal processing capability is correspondingly a minimum sum of processing delays.
[0182] Optionally, the information about the protocol stack includes a processing delay of a protocol processing module
at each protocol layer, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol layers of all
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protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of a to-be-processed service of the service type. In this case, the resource
allocation module is specifically configured to determine, according to all processing delays, all transmission delays, the
quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the second quantity of protocol processing modules allocated
to the kth service type, the third quantity of protocol processing modules that are allocated to each protocol layer in the
protocol stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, so as to obtain a
minimum sum of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using allocated resources.
[0183] Optionally, when determining the third quantity, the resource allocation module may determine, according to

a formula  the quantity  of protocol processing

modules that are allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are used for processing the to-be-

processed service of the kth service type, where     

S={1,2,L, N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set

including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol

processing module at an ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the

ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity of data

packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, Mk is the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated

to the kth service type, and  indicates the minimum sum of delays in protocol processing at all

the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0184] Optionally, when determining the third quantity, the resource allocation module may further determine, according

to a formula  a third quantity  of protocol process-

ing modules that are allocated to an ith protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are corresponding to a resource used

for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, where 

 S={1,2,L ,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging

from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing

delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing

module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity

of data packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, Mk is the second quantity, and

 indicates a maximum data throughput in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of

the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0185] Optionally, the service information may be further used to determine average service traffic of each service
type. In this case, the service processing module is specifically configured to determine, according to a formula

 a quantity Mk of protocol processing modules allocated to the kth service type, where
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 M is the first quantity, Rk is average service traffic of the kth service type, K is a total quantity of service

types, and Ri is average service traffic of an ith service type.

[0186] The resource allocation system on the SDP network in this embodiment may further include a resource pool.
[0187] The resource pool is configured to: receive an available-resource request message sent by the resource de-
termining module; determine the information about the available resource on the SDP network, where the available
resource is allocated to a protocol layer; and send an available-resource feedback message to the resource determining
module, where the available-resource feedback message carries the information about the available resource.
[0188] In this case, the resource determining module is specifically configured to send the available-resource request
message to the resource pool; receive the available-resource feedback message sent by the resource pool; and determine
the information about the available resource on the SDP network according to the available-resource feedback message.
[0189] Optionally, the protocol stack deployment node may be further configured to configure a resource for each
protocol layer from the available resource according to a resource allocation feedback message.
[0190] A resource allocation system on an SDP network in FIG. 10 includes a protocol stack deployment node 1010
and a resource allocator 1020. The resource allocator 1020 includes a receiver 1021, a processor 1022, and a transmitter
1023.
[0191] The protocol stack deployment node 1010 is configured to send a resource request message to the resource
allocator 1020. The resource request message carries information about a protocol stack on the protocol stack deployment
node 1010.
[0192] The receiver 1021 is configured to receive the resource request message sent by the protocol stack deployment
node 1010. The processor 1022 is configured to determine information about an available resource on the SDP network,
where the available resource is allocated to the protocol layer. The processor 1022 is further configured to determine,
from the available resource according to the information about the protocol stack, an available resource allocated to
each protocol layer in the protocol stack. The transmitter 1023 is configured to send a resource feedback message to
the protocol stack deployment node 1010. The resource feedback message carries information about the available
resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack.
[0193] The protocol stack deployment node 1010 is further configured to receive the resource feedback message sent
by the resource allocator 1020.
[0194] According to the resource allocation system on the SDP network in this embodiment of the present invention,
the resource allocator accepts the request sent by the protocol stack deployment node and determines the available
resource on the network; then determines, from the available resource on the network according to the information about
the protocol stack carried in the request, the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack; and then
sends, to the protocol stack deployment node, the information about the resource allocated to each protocol layer, so
that the protocol stack deployment node performs resource configuration according to the information about the allocated
resource.
[0195] Optionally, the processor 1022 is specifically configured to determine a first quantity of protocol processing
modules corresponding to an available resource in the resource pool, where the available resource is allocated to a
protocol layer; and the resource allocation module is specifically configured to determine, according to the information
about the protocol stack and the first quantity, a second quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each
protocol layer in the protocol stack.
[0196] The information about the protocol stack may include a processing capability of a protocol processing module
at each protocol layer. In this case, when determining, according to the information about the protocol stack and the first
quantity, the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack, the processor
1022 may be specifically configured to determine, according to the processing capability of the protocol processing
module at each protocol layer and the first quantity, the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol
layer.
[0197] Optionally, the information about the protocol stack includes a processing delay of the protocol processing
module at each protocol layer, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol
layers of all the protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of at least one to-be-processed service. In this case, the
processor 1022 is specifically configured to determine, according to all processing delays, all transmission delays, the
quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the first quantity, the second quantity of protocol processing
modules allocated to each protocol layer.
[0198] When determining, according to a processing capability of a protocol processing module at a protocol layer
and the first quantity, the resource allocated to each protocol layer, the processor 1022 may further use another condition
to help determine the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer.
[0199] For example, the processor 1022 determines, according to a processing capability of a protocol processing
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module at a protocol layer and the first quantity, the resource allocated to each protocol layer, so as to obtain an optimal
processing capability of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using allocated resources.
[0200] Optionally, if a representation form of a processing capability of a protocol processing module is a throughput,
a representation form of an optimal processing capability is correspondingly a maximum total throughput; if a represen-
tation form of a processing capability of a protocol processing module is a transmission delay or a processing delay, a
representation form of an optimal processing capability is correspondingly a minimum sum of processing delays.
[0201] Optionally, the information about the protocol stack includes a processing delay of the protocol processing
module at each protocol layer, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol
layers of all the protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of at least one to-be-processed service. In this case, the
processor 1022 is specifically configured to determine, according to all processing delays, all transmission delays, the
quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the first quantity, the second quantity of protocol processing
modules allocated to each protocol layer, so as to obtain a minimum sum of delays in protocol processing at all the
protocol layers by using allocated resources.
[0202] Optionally, when determining the second quantity, the processor 1022 may determine, according to a formula

 a quantity li of protocol processing modules allocated

to an ith protocol layer, where  1≤li≤M-N+1,  S={1,2,L ,N}, N is a total quantity of

protocol layers in the protocol stack; i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is

i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol

layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol

processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, P is the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed

service, M is the first quantity, and minF(l1,l2,L,lN) indicates the minimum sum of delays in protocol processing at all the

protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0203] Optionally, when determining the second quantity, the processor 1022 may further determine, according to a

formula  the quantity of protocol processing modules

allocated to each protocol layer, where  1≤li≤M-N+1,  S={1,2,L ,N}, N is a total

quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers

1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module at an

ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and a

protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, P is the quantity of data packets of the to-be-

processed service, M is the quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource, li is a

quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to the ith protocol layer, and minF(l1,l2,L ,lN) indicates the maximum

data throughput in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0204] The resource request message received by the receiver 1021 may further carry service information of at least
one service type on the protocol stack deployment node and information about a protocol stack corresponding to each
of these service types.
[0205] In this case, the processor 1022 is specifically configured to determine, according to the service information
received by the receiver 1021 and the information about the available resource, a resource allocated to a kth service
type, and then determines, according to the resource allocated to the kth service type and information about a protocol
stack corresponding to the service type, a resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that
is used for processing a to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0206] Correspondingly, the resource feedback information sent by the transmitter 1023 may further carry information
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about the available resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing
the to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0207] It should be understood that in this embodiment of the present invention, the processor 1022 may be a central
processing unit (Central Processing Unit, "CPU" for short), the processor 1022 may be further another general purpose
processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate
array (FPGA) or another programmable logic device, a discrete gate or transistor logic device, a discrete hardware
component, or the like. The general purpose processor may be a microprocessor, or the processor may be any con-
ventional processor or the like.
[0208] FIG. 11 is a schematic block diagram of a resource allocation system on an SDP network according to an
embodiment of the present invention. The system includes a protocol stack deployment node 1110, a resource allocator
1120, and a service processor 1130. The resource allocator 1120 includes a first receiver 1121, a first processor 1122,
and a first transmitter 1123. The service processor 1130 includes a second receiver 1131, a second processor 1132,
and a second transmitter 1133.
[0209] The protocol stack deployment node 1110 is configured to send a resource request message to the resource
allocator 1120. The resource request message carries information about a protocol stack on the protocol stack deployment
node 1110.
[0210] The first receiver 1121 is configured to receive the resource request message sent by the protocol stack
deployment node 1110. The first processor 1122 is configured to determine information about an available resource on
the SDP network, where the available resource is allocated to the protocol layer. The first transmitter 1123 sends a
resource pre-request message to the service processor 1130, where the resource pre-request message carries service
information and the information about the available resource.
[0211] The second receiver 1131 is configured to receive the resource pre-request message sent by the resource
allocator 1120. The second processor 1132 is configured to determine, according to the service information and the
information about the available resource, information about a resource allocated to a kth service type. The second
transmitter 1133 is configured to send a resource pre-request feedback message to the resource allocator 1120. The
resource pre-request feedback message carries the information about the resource allocated to the kth service type.
[0212] The first receiver 1121 is further specifically configured to receive the resource pre-request feedback message
sent by the service processor 1130. The first processor 1122 is further configured to determine, according to the infor-
mation about the resource allocated to the kth service type and information about a protocol stack corresponding to the
service type, information about a resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used
for processing a to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0213] The first transmitter 1123 is further configured to send a resource feedback message to the protocol stack
deployment node 1110. The resource feedback message carries information about an available resource allocated to
each protocol layer in the protocol stack.
[0214] The protocol stack deployment node 1110 is further configured to receive the resource feedback message sent
by the resource allocator 1120.
[0215] Optionally, the first processor 1122 may be specifically configured to determine a first quantity of protocol
processing modules corresponding to the available resource. In this case, the information about the available resource
is the first quantity.
[0216] In addition, the second processor 1132 is specifically configured to determine, according to the service infor-
mation and the first quantity, a second quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to the kth service type.
[0217] The first processor 1122 is further specifically configured to determine, according to the second quantity of
protocol processing modules allocated to the kth service type and the information about the protocol stack corresponding
to the service type, a third quantity of protocol processing modules that are allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol
stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0218] In this case, the resource feedback message that is sent by the first transmitter 1123 and that is received by
the protocol stack deployment node 1110 carries the third quantity of protocol processing modules that are allocated to
each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service
type.
[0219] The information about the protocol stack may include a processing capability of a protocol processing module
at each protocol layer. In this case, when determining, according to the information about the protocol stack and the first
quantity, a quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack, the resource
allocator may determine, according to the processing capability of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer
and the first quantity, the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer.
[0220] Optionally, the information about the protocol stack includes a processing delay of a protocol processing module
at each protocol layer, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol layers of all
protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of a to-be-processed service of the service type. In this case, the first
processor 1122 is specifically configured to determine, according to all processing delays, all transmission delays, the
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quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the second quantity of protocol processing modules allocated
to the kth service type, the third quantity of protocol processing modules that are allocated to each protocol layer in the
protocol stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0221] When determining the third quantity according to a processing capability of a protocol processing module at a
protocol layer and the second quantity, the resource allocator may further use another condition to help determine the
third quantity.
[0222] For example, the resource allocator determines the third quantity according to a processing capability of a
protocol processing module at a protocol layer and the second quantity, so as to obtain an optimal processing capability
of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using allocated resources.
[0223] Optionally, if a representation form of a processing capability of a protocol processing module is a throughput,
a representation form of an optimal processing capability is correspondingly a maximum total throughput; if a represen-
tation form of a processing capability of a protocol processing module is a transmission delay or a processing delay, a
representation form of an optimal processing capability is correspondingly a minimum sum of processing delays.
[0224] Optionally, the information about the protocol stack includes a processing delay of a protocol processing module
at each protocol layer, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol layers of all
protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of a to-be-processed service of the service type. In this case, the first
processor 1122 is specifically configured to determine, according to all processing delays, all transmission delays, the
quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the second quantity of protocol processing modules allocated
to the kth service type, the third quantity of protocol processing modules that are allocated to each protocol layer in the
protocol stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, so as to obtain the
optimal processing capability of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0225] Optionally, when determining the third quantity, the first processor 1122 may determine, according to a formula

 the quantity  of protocol processing modules that

are allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed service

of the kth service type, where      S={1,2,L ,N}, N is a

total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set including positive

integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module

at an ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and

a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity of data packets of the to-be-

processed service of the kth service type, Mk is the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to the kth service

type, and  indicates the minimum sum of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers

by using the allocated resources.
[0226] Optionally, when determining the third quantity, the first processor 1122 may further determine, according to

a formula  a third quantity  of protocol processing

modules that are allocated to an ith protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are corresponding to a resource used

for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, where   

 S={1,2,L ,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging

from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing
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delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing

module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity

of data packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, Mk is the second quantity, and

 indicates a maximum data throughput in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of

the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0227] Optionally, the service information may be further used to determine average service traffic of each service
type. In this case, the second processor 1132 is specifically configured to determine, according to a formula

 a quantity Mk of protocol processing modules allocated to the kth service type, where

 M is the first quantity, Rk is average service traffic of the kth service type, K is a total quantity of service

types, and Ri is average service traffic of an ith service type.

[0228] It should be understood that in this embodiment of the present invention, the first processor 1122 or the second
processor 1132 may be a central processing unit (Central Processing Unit, "CPU" for short). The first processor 1122
or the second processor 1132 may be further another general purpose processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), an
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or another programmable logic
device, a discrete gate or transistor logic device, a discrete hardware component, or the like. The general purpose
processor may be a microprocessor, or the processor may be any conventional processor or the like.
[0229] As shown in FIG. 12, a resource allocation system on an SDP network in an embodiment of the present invention
may include a protocol stack deployment node 1210, a resource allocator 1220, a service processor 1230, and a resource
pool 1240. The resource allocator 1220 includes a first receiver 1221, a first processor 1222, and a first transmitter 1223.
The service processor 1230 includes a second receiver 1231, a second processor 1232, and a second transmitter 1233.
The resource pool 1240 includes a third receiver 1241, a third processor 1242, and a third transmitter 1243.
[0230] The protocol stack deployment node 1210 is configured to send a resource request message to the resource
allocator 1220. The resource request message carries information about a protocol stack on the protocol stack deployment
node 1210.
[0231] The first receiver 1221 is configured to receive the resource request message sent by the protocol stack
deployment node 1210. The first transmitter 1223 is configured to send an available-resource request message to the
resource pool 1240.
[0232] The third receiver 1241 is configured to receive the available-resource request message sent by the resource
allocator 1220. The third processor 1242 is configured to determine information about an available resource on the SDP
network, where the available resource is allocated to the protocol layer. The third transmitter 1243 is configured to send
an available-resource feedback message to the resource allocator 1220. The available-resource feedback message
carries the information about the available resource.
[0233] The first receiver 1221 is further configured to receive an available-resource feedback message sent by the
resource pool 1240. The first transmitter 1223 sends a resource pre-request message to the service processor 1230.
The resource pre-request message carries service information and the information about the available resource.
[0234] The second receiver 1231 is configured to receive the resource pre-request message sent by the resource
allocator 1220. The second processor 1232 is configured to determine, according to the service information and the
information about the available resource, information about a resource allocated to a kth service type. The second
transmitter 1233 is configured to send a resource pre-request feedback message to the resource allocator 1220. The
resource pre-request feedback message carries the information about the resource allocated to the kth service type.
[0235] The first receiver 1221 is further specifically configured to receive the resource pre-request feedback message
sent by the service processor 1230. The first processor 1222 is further configured to determine, according to the infor-
mation about the resource allocated to the kth service type and information about a protocol stack corresponding to the
service type, information about a resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used
for processing a to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0236] The first transmitter 1223 is further configured to send a resource feedback message to the protocol stack
deployment node 1210. The resource feedback message carries information about an available resource allocated to
each protocol layer in the protocol stack.
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[0237] The protocol stack deployment node 1210 is further configured to receive the resource feedback message sent
by the resource allocator 1220.
[0238] Optionally, the first processor 1222 may be specifically configured to determine a first quantity of protocol
processing modules corresponding to the available resource. In this case, the information about the available resource
is the first quantity.
[0239] In addition, the second processor 1232 is specifically configured to determine, according to the service infor-
mation and the first quantity, a second quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to the kth service type.
[0240] The first processor 1222 is further specifically configured to determine, according to the second quantity of
protocol processing modules allocated to the kth service type and the information about the protocol stack corresponding
to the service type, a third quantity of protocol processing modules that are allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol
stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0241] In this case, the resource feedback message that is sent by the first transmitter 1223 and that is received by
the protocol stack deployment node 1210 carries the third quantity of protocol processing modules that are allocated to
each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service
type.
[0242] Optionally, the information about the protocol stack includes a processing delay of a protocol processing module
at each protocol layer, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol layers of all
protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of a to-be-processed service of the service type.
[0243] In this case, the first processor 1222 is specifically configured to determine, according to all processing delays,
all transmission delays, the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the second quantity of protocol
processing modules allocated to the kth service type, the third quantity of protocol processing modules that are allocated
to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service
type.
[0244] The information about the protocol stack may include a processing capability of a protocol processing module
at each protocol layer. In this case, when determining, according to the information about the protocol stack and the first
quantity, a quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack, the resource
allocator may determine, according to the processing capability of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer
and the first quantity, the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to each protocol layer.
[0245] Optionally, the information about the protocol stack includes a processing delay of a protocol processing module
at each protocol layer, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol layers of all
protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of a to-be-processed service of the service type. In this case, the first
processor 1222 is specifically configured to determine, according to all processing delays, all transmission delays, the
quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the second quantity of protocol processing modules allocated
to the kth service type, the third quantity of protocol processing modules that are allocated to each protocol layer in the
protocol stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type.
[0246] When determining the third quantity according to a processing capability of a protocol processing module at a
protocol layer and the second quantity, the resource allocator may further use another condition to help determine the
third quantity.
[0247] For example, the resource allocator determines the third quantity according to a processing capability of a
protocol processing module at a protocol layer and the second quantity, so as to obtain an optimal processing capability
of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using allocated resources.
[0248] Optionally, if a representation form of a processing capability of a protocol processing module is a throughput,
a representation form of an optimal processing capability is correspondingly a maximum total throughput; if a represen-
tation form of a processing capability of a protocol processing module is a transmission delay or a processing delay, a
representation form of an optimal processing capability is correspondingly a minimum sum of processing delays.
[0249] Optionally, the information about the protocol stack includes a processing delay of a protocol processing module
at each protocol layer, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol layers of all
protocol layers, and a quantity of data packets of a to-be-processed service of the service type. In this case, the first
processor 1222 is specifically configured to determine, according to all processing delays, all transmission delays, the
quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the second quantity of protocol processing modules allocated
to the kth service type, the third quantity of protocol processing modules that are allocated to each protocol layer in the
protocol stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, so as to obtain the
optimal processing capability of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0250] Optionally, when determining the third quantity, the first processor 1222 may determine, according to a formula

 the quantity  of protocol processing modules
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that are allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are used for processing the to-be-processed

service of the kth service type, where      S={1,2,L ,N},

N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set including positive

integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module

at an ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and

a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity of data packets of the to-be-

processed service of the kth service type, Mk is the quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to the kth service

type, and  indicates the minimum sum of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers

by using the allocated resources.
[0251] Optionally, when determining the third quantity, the first processor 1222 may further determine, according to

a formula  a third quantity  of protocol processing

modules that are allocated to an ith protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are corresponding to a resource used

for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, where   

 S={1,2,L ,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging

from 1 to N, S is a set including positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing

delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing

module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity

of data packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, Mk is the second quantity, and

 indicates a maximum data throughput in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of

the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.
[0252] Optionally, the service information may be further used to determine average service traffic of each service
type. In this case, the second processor 1232 is specifically configured to determine, according to a formula

 a quantity Mk of protocol processing modules allocated to the kth service type, where

 M is the first quantity, Rk is average service traffic of the kth service type, K is a total quantity of service

types, and Ri is average service traffic of an ith service type.

[0253] It should be understood that in this embodiment of the present invention, the first processor 1222, the second
processor 1232, or the third processor 1242 may be a central processing unit (Central Processing Unit, "CPU" for short).
The first processor 1222, the second processor 1232, or the third processor 1242 may be further another general purpose
processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate
array (FPGA) or another programmable logic device, a discrete gate or transistor logic device, a discrete hardware
component, or the like. The general purpose processor may be a microprocessor, or the processor may be any con-
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ventional processor or the like.
[0254] A person of ordinary skill in the art may be aware that, in combination with the examples described in the
embodiments disclosed in this specification, units and algorithm steps may be implemented by electronic hardware or
a combination of computer software and electronic hardware. Whether the functions are performed by hardware or
software depends on particular applications and design constraint conditions of the technical solutions. A person skilled
in the art may use different methods to implement the described functions for each particular application, but it should
not be considered that the implementation goes beyond the scope of the present invention.
[0255] It may be clearly understood by a person skilled in the art that, for the purpose of convenient and brief description,
for a detailed working process of the foregoing system, apparatus, and unit, refer to a corresponding process in the
foregoing method embodiments, and details are not described herein again.
[0256] In the several embodiments provided in this application, it should be understood that the disclosed system,
apparatus, and method may be implemented in other manners. For example, the described apparatus embodiment is
merely an example. For example, the unit division is merely logical function division and may be other division in actual
implementation. For example, a plurality of units or components may be combined or integrated into another system,
or some features may be ignored or not performed. In addition, the displayed or discussed mutual couplings or direct
couplings or communication connections may be implemented by using some interfaces. The indirect couplings or
communication connections between the apparatuses or units may be implemented in electronic, mechanical, or other
forms.
[0257] The units described as separate parts may or may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as units
may or may not be physical units, may be located in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality of network units.
Some or all of the units may be selected according to actual requirements to achieve the objectives of the solutions of
the embodiments.
[0258] In addition, functional units in the embodiments of the present invention may be integrated into one processing
unit, or each of the units may exist alone physically, or two or more units are integrated into one unit.
[0259] When the functions are implemented in the form of a software functional unit and sold or used as an independent
product, the functions may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium. Based on such an understanding, the
technical solutions of the present invention essentially, or the part contributing to the prior art, or some of the technical
solutions may be implemented in a form of a software product. The software product is stored in a storage medium, and
includes several instructions for instructing a computer device (which may be a personal computer, a server, a network
device, or the like) to perform all or some of the steps of the methods described in the embodiments of the present
invention. The foregoing storage medium includes any medium that can store program code, such as a USB flash drive,
a removable hard disk, a read-only memory (ROM, Read-Only Memory), a random access memory (RAM, Random
Access Memory), a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.
[0260] The foregoing descriptions are merely specific implementations of the present invention, but are not intended
to limit the protection scope of the present invention. Any variation or replacement readily figured out by a person skilled
in the art within the technical scope disclosed in the present invention shall fall within the protection scope of the present
invention. Therefore, the protection scope of the present invention shall be subject to the protection scope of the claims.

Claims

1. A resource allocation method on a Software Defined Protocol SDP network, wherein the SDP network comprises
a resource allocator and a protocol stack deployment node, and the method comprises:

receiving, by the resource allocator, a resource request message sent by the protocol stack deployment node,
wherein the resource request message carries information about a protocol stack deployed on the protocol
stack deployment node;
determining, by the resource allocator, information about an available resource on the SDP network, wherein
the available resource is used for resource allocation of the protocol stack;
determining, by the resource allocator according to the information about the protocol stack and the information
about the available resource, information about a resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack;
and
sending, by the resource allocator, a resource feedback message to the protocol stack deployment node,
wherein the resource feedback message carries the information about the resource allocated to each protocol
layer in the protocol stack.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the information about the available resource comprises a first quantity
of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource; and
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the information about the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack comprises a second quantity
of protocol processing modules corresponding to the allocated resource.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the information about the protocol stack comprises a processing capability
of a protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack; and
determining, by the resource allocator, the second quantity according to the information about the protocol stack
and the first quantity comprises:
determining, by the resource allocator, the second quantity according to the processing capability of the protocol
processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack and the first quantity, so as to obtain an optimal
processing capability of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using allocated resources.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the processing capability of the protocol processing module at each
protocol layer in the protocol stack comprises a processing delay of the protocol processing module at each protocol
layer in the protocol stack, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol
layers, and a quantity of data packets of at least one to-be-processed service; and
the optimal processing capability of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated
resources comprises: a minimum sum of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated
resources, or a maximum data throughput in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated
resources.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the determining, by the resource allocator, the second quantity according
to the processing delay, the transmission delay, the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and
the first quantity, so as to obtain a minimum sum of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using
the allocated resources, comprises:
determining, by the resource allocator according to a formula

 a second quantity li of protocol processing mod-

ules allocated to an ith protocol layer, wherein  1≤li≤M-N+1,  S={1,2,L ,N},

N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack; i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set comprising

positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol

processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at

the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, P is the quantity of

data packets of the to-be-processed service, M is the first quantity, and minF(l1,l2,L,lN) indicates the minimum sum

of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.

6. The method according to claim 4, wherein the determining, by the resource allocator, the second quantity according
to the processing delay, the transmission delay, the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and
the first quantity, so as to obtain a maximum data throughput in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by
using the allocated resources, comprises:
determining, by the resource allocator according to a formula

 a quantity of protocol processing modules allo-

cated to each protocol layer, wherein  1≤li≤M-N+1,  S={1,2,L ,N}, N is a

total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set comprising positive
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integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing

module at an ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol

layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, P is the quantity of data packets of

the to-be-processed service, M is the quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available re-
source, li is a quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to the ith protocol layer, and minF(l1,l2,L,lN) indicates

the maximum data throughput in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein the resource request message carries service information of at least one
service type on the protocol stack deployment node and information about a protocol stack corresponding to each
of the at least one service type; and
the determining, by the resource allocator according to the information about the protocol stack and the information
about the available resource, information about a resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack
comprises:
determining, by the resource allocator according to the service information and the information about the available
resource, information about a resource allocated to a kth service type of the at least one service type; and
determining, by the resource allocator according to the information about the resource allocated to the kth service
type and information about a protocol stack corresponding to the kth service type, information about a resource that
is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing a to-be-processed service
of the kth service type, wherein
the information about the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack comprises the information
about the resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing the
to-be-processed service of the kth service type.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the SDP network further comprises a service processor, wherein
the determining, by the resource allocator according to the service information and the information about the available
resource, information about a resource allocated to kth service type comprises:
sending, by the resource allocator, a resource pre-request message to the service processor, wherein the resource
pre-request message carries the service information and the information about the available resource, so that the
service processor determines, according to the resource pre-request message, the information about the resource
allocated to the kth service type; and
receiving, by the resource allocator, a resource pre-request feedback message sent by the service processor,
wherein the resource pre-request feedback message carries the information about the resource allocated to the kth

service type.

9. The method according to claim 7 or 8, wherein the information about the available resource comprises a first quantity
of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource;
the information about the resource allocated to the kth service type comprises a second quantity of protocol processing
modules corresponding to the resource allocated to the kth service type; and
the information about the resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for
processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type comprises a third quantity of protocol processing
modules corresponding to the resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used
for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the information about the protocol stack comprises a processing capability
of a protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack; and
determining, by the resource allocator, the third quantity according to the information about the protocol stack
corresponding to the kth service type and the second quantity comprises:
determining, by the resource allocator, the third quantity according to the second quantity and a processing capability
of a protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack corresponding to the kth service type,
so as to obtain an optimal processing capability of performing protocol processing on the to-be-processed service
of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.

11. The method according to claim 10, wherein the processing capability of the protocol processing module at each
protocol layer in the protocol stack comprises a processing delay of the protocol processing module at each protocol
layer in the protocol stack, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol
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layers, and a quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service type; and
the optimal processing capability of performing protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service
type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources comprises a minimum sum of delays in protocol
processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated
resources, or a maximum data throughput in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service
type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein the determining, by the resource allocator, the third quantity according
to the processing delay, the transmission delay, the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and
the second quantity, so as to obtain the minimum sum of delays in protocol processing on the to-be-processed
service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources, comprises:
determining, by the resource allocator according to a formula

 a third quantity  of protocol processing

modules that are allocated to an ith protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are corresponding to a resource

used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, wherein 

   S={1,2,L ,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the

protocol stack, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set comprising positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that

maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer,

ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing

module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service of

the kth service type, Mk is the second quantity, and  indicates the minimum sum of delays

in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the
allocated resources.

13. The method according to claim 11, wherein the determining, by the resource allocator, the third quantity according
to the processing delay, the transmission delay, the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and
the second quantity, so as to obtain the maximum data throughput in protocol processing on the to-be-processed
service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources, comprises:
determining, by the resource allocator according to a formula

 a third quantity  of protocol processing

modules that are allocated to an ith protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are corresponding to a resource

used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, wherein 

   S={1,2,L ,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the

protocol stack, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set comprising positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that

maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer,

ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing
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module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service of

the kth service type, Mk is the second quantity, and  indicates the maximum data throughput

in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the
allocated resources.

14. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 13, wherein the SDP network further comprises a resource pool,
wherein
the determining, by the resource allocator, information about an available resource on the SDP network comprises:

sending, by the resource allocator, an available-resource request message to the resource pool, so that the
resource pool determines the information about the available resource on the SDP network, wherein the available
resource is used for resource allocation of the protocol stack; and
receiving, by the resource allocator, an available-resource feedback message sent by the resource pool, wherein
the available-resource feedback message carries the information about the available resource.

15. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 14, wherein when the SDP network is a distributed network, the
available resource is a local available resource of the protocol stack deployment node; or when the SDP network
is a centralized network, the available resource is a global available resource on the SDP network.

16. A resource allocation system on a Software Defined Protocol SDP network, comprising a protocol stack deployment
node and a resource allocator, wherein
the resource allocator comprises a first receiver, a first processor, and a first transmitter;
the protocol stack deployment node is configured to send a resource request message to the resource allocator,
wherein the resource request message carries information about a protocol stack deployed on the protocol stack
deployment node;
the first receiver is configured to receive the resource request message sent by the protocol stack deployment node;
the first processor is configured to determine information about an available resource on the SDP network, wherein
the available resource is used for resource allocation of the protocol stack;
the first processor is further configured to determine, according to the information about the protocol stack and the
information about the available resource, information about a resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol
stack;
the transmitter is configured to send a resource feedback message to the protocol stack deployment node, wherein
the resource feedback message carries the information about the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the
protocol stack; and
the protocol stack deployment node is further configured to receive the resource feedback message sent by the
resource allocator.

17. The system according to claim 16, wherein the information about the available resource comprises a first quantity
of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource; and
the information about the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack comprises a second quantity
of protocol processing modules corresponding to the allocated resource.

18. The system according to claim 17, wherein the information about the protocol stack comprises a processing capability
of a protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack; and
the first processor is specifically configured to determine the second quantity according to the processing capability
of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack and the first quantity, so as to obtain
an optimal processing capability of performing protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using allocated
resources.

19. The method according to claim 18, wherein the processing capability of the protocol processing module at each
protocol layer comprises a processing delay of the protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol
stack, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol layers, and a quantity
of data packets of at least one to-be-processed service; and
the first processor is specifically configured to determine the second quantity according to the processing delay, the
transmission delay, the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the first quantity, so as to obtain
a minimum sum of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources, or a
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maximum data throughput in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.

20. The system according to claim 19, wherein the first processor is specifically configured to determine, according to

a formula  a second quantity li of protocol

processing modules corresponding to a resource allocated to an ith protocol layer, wherein  1≤li≤M-

N+1,  S={1,2,L ,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack; i is any

value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set comprising positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of

 Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission

delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th

protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, P is the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, M is the first quantity,

and minF(l1,l2,L,lN) indicates the minimum sum of delays in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using

the allocated resources.

21. The system according to claim 19, wherein the first processor is specifically configured to determine, according to

a formula  a quantity of protocol processing mod-

ules allocated to each protocol layer, wherein  1≤li≤M-N+1,  S={1,2,L ,N},

N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol stack, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set comprising

positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol

processing module at an ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at

the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, P is the quantity of

data packets of the to-be-processed service, M is the quantity of protocol processing modules corresponding to the
available resource, li is a quantity of protocol processing modules allocated to the ith protocol layer, and minF(l1,l2,L,lN)

indicates the maximum data throughput in protocol processing at all the protocol layers by using the allocated
resources.

22. The system according to claim 16, wherein the resource request message carries service information of at least
one service type on the protocol stack deployment node and information about a protocol stack corresponding to
each service type; and
the first processor is specifically configured to: determine, according to the service information and the information
about the available resource, information about a resource allocated to a kth service type of the at least one service
type; and determine, according to the information about the resource allocated to the kth service type and information
about a protocol stack corresponding to the kth service type, information about a resource that is allocated to each
protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing a to-be-processed service of the kth service type,
wherein
the information about the resource allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack comprises the information
about the resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing the
to-be-processed service of the kth service type.

23. The system according to claim 22, wherein the system further comprises a service processor, wherein the service
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processor comprises a second receiver, a second processor, and a second transmitter;
the first transmitter is further configured to send a resource pre-request message to the service processor, wherein
the resource pre-request message carries the service information and the information about the available resource;
the second receiver is configured to receive the resource pre-request message sent by the resource allocator;
the second processor is configured to determine, according to the service information and the information about the
available resource, the information about the resource allocated to the kth service type;
the second transmitter is configured to send a resource pre-request feedback message to the resource allocator,
wherein the resource pre-request feedback message carries the information about the resource allocated to the kth

service type;
the first receiver is further configured to receive the resource pre-request feedback message sent by the service
processor; and
the first processor is specifically configured to determine, according to the information about the protocol stack and
the information about the resource allocated to the kth service type, the information about the resource that is
allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for processing the to-be-processed service of
the kth service type.

24. The system according to claim 23, wherein the information about the available resource comprises a first quantity
of protocol processing modules corresponding to the available resource;
the information about the resource allocated to the kth service type comprises a second quantity of protocol processing
modules corresponding to the resource allocated to the kth service type; and
the information about the resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used for
processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type comprises a third quantity of protocol processing
modules corresponding to the resource that is allocated to each protocol layer in the protocol stack and that is used
for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type.

25. The system according to claim 24, wherein the information about the protocol stack comprises a processing capability
of a protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack; and
the first processor is specifically configured to determine the third quantity according to a processing capability of
a protocol processing module at each protocol layer in the protocol stack and the second quantity, so as to obtain
an optimal processing capability of performing protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service
type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.

26. The system according to claim 25, wherein the processing capability of the protocol processing module at each
protocol layer in the protocol stack comprises a processing delay of the protocol processing module at each protocol
layer in the protocol stack, a transmission delay between protocol processing modules at two adjacent protocol
layers, and a quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service of the kth service type; and
the first processor is specifically configured to determine the third quantity according to the processing delay, the
transmission delay, the quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service, and the second quantity, so as to
obtain a minimum sum of delays in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all
the protocol layers by using the allocated resources, or a maximum data throughput in protocol processing on the
to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the allocated resources.

27. The system according to claim 26, wherein the first processor is specifically configured to determine, according to

a formula  a third quantity  of protocol

processing modules that are allocated to an ith protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are corresponding to a

resource used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, wherein 

   S={1,2,L ,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the

protocol stack, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set comprising positive
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integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing

module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol

layer and a protocol processing module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity of data packets of

the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, Mk is the second quantity, and  indicates

the minimum sum of delays in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the
protocol layers by using the allocated resources.

28. The system according to claim 26, wherein the first processor is specifically configured to determine, according to

a formula  a third quantity  of protocol

processing modules that are allocated to an ith protocol layer in the protocol stack and that are corresponding to a

resource used for processing the to-be-processed service of the kth service type, wherein 

   S={1,2,L ,N}, N is a total quantity of protocol layers in the protocol

stack, i is any value ranging from 1 to N, S is a set comprising positive integers 1 to N, i* is i in S that maximizes a

value of  Ti is a processing delay of a protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer, ΔTi is a

transmission delay between the protocol processing module at the ith protocol layer and a protocol processing
module at an (i+1)th protocol layer, ΔTN is zero, Pk is a quantity of data packets of the to-be-processed service of

the kth service type, Mk is the second quantity, and  indicates the maximum data throughput

in protocol processing on the to-be-processed service of the kth service type at all the protocol layers by using the
allocated resources.

29. The system according to any one of claims 23 to 28, wherein the service information is further used to determine
average service traffic of the kth service type; and
the second processor is specifically configured to determine the second quantity Mk according to a formula

 wherein  M is the first quantity, K is a total quantity of the at least one service

type, Rk is the average service traffic of the kth service type, and Ri is average service traffic of the ith service type.

30. The system according to any one of claims 16 to 29, wherein the system further comprises a resource pool, wherein
the resource pool comprises a third receiver, a third processor, and a third transmitter, wherein
the first transmitter is further configured to send an available-resource request message to the resource pool;
the third receiver is configured to receive the available-resource request message sent by the resource allocation
module;
the third processor is configured to determine the available resource on the SDP network, wherein the available
resource is used for resource allocation of the protocol stack;
the third transmitter is configured to send the available-resource feedback message to the resource allocator, wherein
the available-resource feedback message carries the information about the available resource; and
the first receiver is further configured to receive the available-resource feedback message sent by the resource pool.
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31. The system according to any one of claims 16 to 30, wherein when the SDP network is a distributed network, the
available resource comprises a local available resource of the protocol stack deployment node; or when the SDP
network is a centralized network, the available resource comprises all available resources on the SDP network.
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